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Abstract 
We introduce two CAD tools, checkT, and minT, , for 
timing verification and optimal clocking. Both tools are 
based on a new timing model of synchronous digital cir- 
cuits which is: 1) general enough to handle arbitrary multi- 
phase clocking; 2) complete, in the sense that it captures 
signal propagation along short as well as long paths in the 
logic; 3) extensible to make it relatively easy to incorporate 
“complex” latching structures; and 4) notationally simple to 
make it amenable to analytic treatment in some important 
special cases. We are currently using these tools to help in 
the design of a 4ns gallium arsenide micro-supercomputer. 

1 Introduction 
We present algorithms for timing verification and optimal 
clocking based on a new timing model of synchronous dig- 
ital circuits. The new model extends our earlier work in 
[l] to handle short- as well as long-path propagation. It as- 
sumes that the circuits are logically (functionally) correct, 
and focuses only on capturing their latching, synchroniza- 
tion and propagation properties. The model can be viewed 
as a synthesis of ideas from earlier work in the field of tim- 
ing analysis of synchronous systems. On the other hand, 
it also includes several key concepts which make it signif- 
icantly more versatile than previous models. In particular, 
on the issue of level-sensitive latches which has received a 
great deal of attention recently (e.g. [2]-[6]), the model of- 
fers a general and accurate, yet simple, treatment. Briefly, 
the salient features of the new model are: 

0 A general treatment of multi-phase clocks which un- 
derscores the centrality of the common clock cycle T, 
and emphasizes the temporal rather than the logical re- 
lations among clock phases; in particular, the notions 
of phase-relative time zones and of a phase-shijt op- 
erator eliminate much of the notational clutter which 
has plagued previous efforts in dealing with “complex” 
clocking schemes. 
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0 An extensible framework which allows the incorpora- 
tion of arbitrary synchronizing structures, i.e. circuit 
structures where clock and data signals converge and 
interact, as long as a timing macromodel of these inter- 
actions can be provided; in this paper we only consider 
timing macromodels for D-type level-sensitive latches. 

0 Completeness, in the sense that the model accounts 
for signal propagation along the shortest as well as 
the longest paths in a circuit. 

and, finally, 
0 Simplicity, through careful attention to notation and 

the use of variable and parameter symbols with 
mnemonic value. 

The model applies to a synchronous sequential circuit con- 
taining 1 synchronizers (latches or flip-flops) controlled by 
a k-phase clock. Space limitations preclude a detailed de- 
velopment of the model here. Instead, a summary of its pa- 
rameters, variables, and constraints is given in Table l ,  and 
interested readers are referred to [7, 81 for a more compre- 
hensive treatment. We devote the remainder of this paper 
to a discussion of the model’s application to timing verifi- 
cation (Sec. 2) and optimal clocking (Sec. 3) and its use in 
the design of a micro-supercomputer (Sec. 4). 

2 Timing Verification 

The goal of timing verification is to determine if a given cir- 
cuit can be operated with a specified clock schedule without 
any setup or hold time violations. This can be conveniently 
achieved by first finding a solution to the synchronization 
and propagation constraints, and then checking if this so- 
lution satisfies the latching constraints. With a fixed clock 
schedule, such a solution can be found by several passes 
of a CPM-like traversal of the circuit graph. Iteration is 
necessary if the circuit contains latches connected in feed- 
back loops; if the only latches in the circuit are flip-flops, 
a single traversal would be sufficient. 

Defining qs and qH to be the setup and hold time vio- 
lations at latch i, Alg. 2.1 incorporates the above approach 
and forms the basis of the timing verification procedure 
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Parameters 
pi : clock phase controlling latch i 
Si : setup time of latch i 
Hi : hold time of latch i 
Si : min delay of latch i 
Ai : max delay of latch i 
Si, : min delay from latch i to latch j 
Aij : max delay from latch i to latch j 

Variables 
T, : cycle time 
Tp, : 
Ep,p,  : forward phase shift from phase pi to phase pj 
ai : 
A, : 
di : 
D, : 

width of active interval of phase pi 

earliest signal arrival time at latch i 
latest signal arrival time at latch i 
earliest signal departure time from latch i 
latest signal departure time from latch i 

General System Timing Constraints (GSTC) 
Latching: ai 2 Hi 

Synchronization: di = max(ai, T, - Tp,) 

Propagation: 

Ai 5 Tc - Sj 

Di = max(Ai , T, - Tp,) 
ai = minj(dj + Sj + 6ji - E p j p , )  
Ai = maxj(Dj + Aj + Aji - E p j p , )  

Table 1: Timing Model 

in the checkT, tool. Several observations should be made 
about this algorithm: 

0 The late and early departure times are initialized, re- 
spectively, to their minimum (line 3) and maximum 
(line 4) possible values. With these starting values, 
successive updates of each Dj and Ai (di and ai) dur- 
ing the iterative portion of the algorithm (lines 7-28) 
are guaranteed to be non-decreasing (non-increasing). 
The iteration can thus be conveniently viewed as a 
process of “sliding” each Di and Ai to the right and 
each di and ai to the left. 

0 The late and early arrival times are clipped, respec- 
tively, at their maximum (line 17) and minimum (line 
21) possible values. This clipping has the desireable 
effect of localizing the corresponding setup or hold vi- 
olation to the latch in question for better diagnostics. 

0 The iteration in the dgorithm is *guaranteed to ter- 
minate because: 1) successive updates of the late 
departure times are non-decreasing, and are bound 
from above by T, - Si; and, 2) successive updates 
of the early departure times are non-increasing, and 
are bound from below by T, - Tp, . 

Algorithm 2.1 : Timing Verification in checkT, 1 
I .  f o r ( i = I , . . . , / ) {  

3. 0: = T, - Tpi ; 
4. dp = T, -Sa ; 
5. } I* for *I 
6. m=0;  

2. V y = q H = o ;  

7. repeat 
8. done = true ; 
9. m = m + l ;  
10. 
11 .  f o r ( j = l , . . . , I ) {  
12. 
13. 
14. } I* for *I  
15. 

for (i = 1 , . . . , I )  { 

AT = maxj(Dj”-’ + Aj + Aji - E p j p , )  ; 
a y  = minj(d7-l + Sj + bja - E P J p , )  

if (AT 2 T, -S i )  { 
16. 

18. } 
19. 

21. aT = Hi 
22. } I* if *I 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. done = false ; 
27. } I* for *I 
28.until done; 

vis = AT - T, + Si ; 
17. AT = T, - Si 

if (ay 5 H i )  { 
20. K H  = ~i - ; 

O r  = max(AT, T, - Tp,) ; 
d? = max(a?, T, - Tp,)  ; 
if ((DT # Or-’) or (dT # dr- l ) )  

0 The update formulas in the algorithm (lines 
12,13,23,24) have the flavor of a mixed Jacobi/Gauss- 
Seidel iteration. Other variants are obviously possible. 
In fact an event-driven update mechanism which only 
calculates those arrival and departure times which have 
changed from the previous iteration can be easily im- 
plemented. With such an enhancement the cost of the 
iterative steps can be greatly reduced for large circuits. 

0 In addition to computing setup and hold time vio- 
lations, it is possible to extend Alg. 2.1 to identify 
the critical path segments in the circuit. The long 
path from latch j to latch i is considered critical 
if Dj + Aj + Aji - Epjpi  = T, - Si. Similarly, 
the short path from latch j to latch i is critical if 
dj + Sj + Sji - E p j p ,  = Hi.  Furthermore, the slacks 
in the other (non-critical) path segments can be easily 
found. 
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3 Calculation of Optimal Cycle Time 
The minimum clock cycle time can be found by solving the 
following optimization problem: 
Program PG: Optimal Cycle Time-GSTC 

Minimize T, 
Subject to GSTC (Table 1) 

Following the approach suggested in [l], we solve this 
problem by first transforming the nonlinear program PG to 
an associated linear program PXG by relaxing the min and 
max constraints. However, unlike the more restrictive case 
in [l], the procedure of finding the minimum cycle time 
for the GSTC case is complicated by the presence of both 
min and max functions in the constraints, and an approach 
similar to Algorithm MLP in [l] cannot be guaranteed to 
yield an optimal solution to program PG under all circum- 
stances. In fact applying such an approach may produce 
a solution that violates one or more hold time constraints. 
Fortunately, there is also enough additional information to 
indicate how this infeasible solution should be modified to 
make it both feasible and optimal. 

Assume, therefore, that we carry out the following two 
steps: 

1. Solve program PXG. 
2. Disregarding the hold time constraints, “slide” the so- 

lution found in step (1) so that the synchronization and 
propagation constraints are satisfied. 

The solution obtained by this procedure can, then, be inter- 
preted as that of a linear program--call it PXG’-which is 
identical to program PXG except that the hold time at each 
latch i is reduced by the corresponding violation amount 
V i H .  Specifically, the hold time constraints, ai 2 H i ,  are 
replaced by: 

Finally, With these constructions, it is now possible to ob- 
tain the optimal solution of program PG by applying the 
sensitivity analysis techniques of linear programming [9, 
Sec. 4.4, p. 1601 to the solution of program PXG’. In par- 
ticular, program PG can be “obtained” from program PXG’ 
by increasing the hold time at each latch i by V i H .  Denot- 
ing the optimal values of programs PG and PXG by T:,2in 
and T:,Zi, we may therefore conclude that: 
Conjecture 3.1 Te(,2jn = 
where ?~i  denotes the optimal value of the dual variable 
corresponding to the ith modified hold time constraint in 
(1). This result is stated as a conjecture because we have 
not yet worked out the detailed proof steps. It assumes that 
the solution of program PXG’ remains basic feasible after 
the right-hand-side vector is modified. 

The detailed algorithmic steps for computing the min- 
imum cycle time in the GSTC case are given in Alg. 3.1. 

ai 2 Hi  - (1) 

+ Cl=, niKH . 

Algorithm 3.1: Optimal Clocking in minT, 1 
1. Solve PXG; Denote solution by D: and dp 

3. m = 0; 
4. repeat 
5. done = true ; 
6. m = m + l ;  
7. f o r ( i = l , . . . , I ) {  
8. for ( j=  1 , . . . , / ) {  
9. 
10. 
11. } /* for */ 
12. 

14. a? = Hi 
15. } /* if */ 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. done = false ; 
20. } /* for */ 
21 .until done; 
22.for ( i  = 1 , .  . . , I) 

2. Tzmin = ~ C 2 i n  ; 

A? = m a x j ( D m - ’ +  3 A ,  + Aji  - E p j p , )  ; 
a? = minj(dj”-’ + 6, + 6,i - E p J p , )  

if (U? 5 H i )  { 
13. K H  = Hi - a? ; 

D? = ” ( A y ,  T, - Tp,)  ; 
d? = m a x ( a y , T ,  - Tp,) ; 
if ( ( D y  # D y - ’ )  or (d? # d y - ’ ) )  

23. TFmin = TFmin + .iqH ; 

4 Example 
The timing model and algorithms introduced in this paper 
have been implemented in two experimental CAD tools: 
checkT, which examines a circuit for adherence to a spec- 
ified clock schedule, and reports on setup and hold time 
violations; and minT, which determines the optimal clock 
schedule. We are using these tools to help in the design of a 
250 MHz galluim arsenide micro-supercomputer currently 
under development at the University of Michigan[lO]. Fig- 
ure 1 illustrates the use of minT, in the design procedure. 
At the top of the figure is a simplified block diagram of 
the micro-supercomputer’s CPU and its primary cache sub- 
system. The CPU implements an existing instruction-set 
architecture, the MIPS R6000, and has as its main com- 
ponents, a register file of 32 32-bit registers, an ALU, a 
shifter, and an integer multiply and divide unit. The data- 
path is 32-bits wide and it is timed with a 3- phase clock. 
The diagram shows the major logic blocks in the CPU dat- 
apath which is implemented as a single chip. The shaded 
blocks show the instruction cache and the data cache which 
are implemented as a set of 15 highspeed GaAs 1 K x 32 
SRAM chips. The synchronizing elements are a combi- 
nation of latches and flip-flops. To reduce the effects of 
chip crossings the CPU and the primary caches are inte- 



grated into a single multi-chip module (MCM). To avoid 
slow inter-chip bus protocols, the MCM is timed as one 
logic entity using minT, to obtain the optimal clock sched- 
ule. To apply minT, the MCM was first macromodeled to 
obtain the short- and long-path delays for the chip crossings 
using SPICE simulations. 

The optimal clock schedule obtained by minT, can be 
seen below the block diagram. The time units are nanosec- 
onds. To simplify the analysis performed by minT, each of 
32-bit wide latches and flip-flops were modeled as a single 
latch. The output of minT, also includes waveforms of the 
signals arriving at the inputs of each latch in the MCM. Five 
of these waveforms, corresponding to the labeled latches in 
the block diagram, are shown below the clock waveforms. 

ior of the sequential structures must be captured in timing 
“macromodels” similar to those of the D-type latches pre- 
sented in this paper. Both of these steps, decomposition 
and macromodeling, require further investigation. Other 
extensions to the model, for example to handle clock skew, 
are relatively straightforward and are currently being incor- 
porated. 

In parallel with the model development effort, we are in- 
vestigating efficient implementations of algorithms 2.1 and 
3.1. We are also looking into the derivation of closed-form 
design criteria for special circuit structures such as pipelines 
and CPU data paths. 
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chronous digital systems. The model requires that a circuit 
be decomposed into combinational and sequential parts, a 
generally difficult task. Furthermore, the dynamic behav- 
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